
Prayer and Meditation  

I don’t think anyone would disagree with me when I say we are living in a very strange period of history.  

There is so much to be concerned about right now with the pandemic, civil unrest, economic instability and a 

general sense of uneasiness regarding the future. With tensions running high and tempers flaring and violence 

erupting it is easy to lose heart. Even keeping up with the news is a painful experience. It’s full of doom and 

gloom. It really puts me in a foul mood because at the end of the day there is so little I can do. I think that’s it by 

the way. I think that is the real underlying problem. It is this feeling of being completely and utterly helpless. So 

much of what is going on is, well…out of our hands. We are at their mercy. And if we are not careful this feeling 

of helplessness can lead us to despair. What can we do about though? What can any of us really do? In times like 

these we should pray. Now I know that sounds like a cliché. Telling someone you will pray for them sounds 

almost as meaningless as saying “God bless you” after someone sneezes. We hear it so often it becomes like white 

noise, just something you say when you are at a loss for words. And this is a shame. We are the lesser for it. 

Prayer is not a conversation filler or a last ditch effort or some type of Hail Mary pass at the end of a game. Instead 

prayer should be our first line of defense. But the problem is prayer doesn’t come naturally to us. If you are at a 

loss regarding how to pray you are in good company. The disciples didn’t know how to pray on their own either. 

We need help. This is why Jesus taught His disciples to pray the Lord’s Prayer. If you find yourself struggling to 

pray remember prayer never exists in isolation.  Prayer is not a stand-alone act, it goes hand-in-hand with study 

and meditation. If your prayer life is struggling there’s a real good chance your devotional life is too. The need 

for prayer is formed and shaped in the crucible of suffering and temptation. But the content of prayer, on the other 

hand, is formed and shaped by meditation on God’s holy Word. Only through study of God’s Word can the words 

of prayer take shape. God’s Word lends voice to our voice.   

To pray rightly requires sitting at the feet of Jesus. Only then can Christ instruct us on the art of living, on 

the art of prayer and devotion. Almost every Christian would agree that a deeper, stronger devotional life is needed 

to weather the many storms of life. And yet it is the one thing we neglect when times get tough or schedules get 

busy.  We sever the very means God has of providing guidance and comfort, and then we get angry for feeling 

lost and abandoned. But how do we start?  Therein lies the rub. We know we need to spend more time in God’s 



Word, but where do we begin?  Do you start from the beginning and read from Genesis to Revelation? Do you 

start with the Gospels and read Matthew, Mark, Luke and John? Should you spend your time familiarizing 

yourself with one particular book or writer or should you try to obtain a surface knowledge of all 66 books? 

Perhaps it’s not where you begin, but that you begin. More importantly, it’s not where you begin but how you 

begin. You see, the Bible is not meant to be a collection of short stories in which we apply our own personal 

meaning to them. For example- and I just heard this interpretation, so I am not making it up- when reading the 

story of David defeating Goliath our takeaway should not be: I should be more courageous in my own personal 

life by standing up for myself in the home or workplace.  The only way to avoid a superficial reading like this is 

to remember that we are not meant to be the hero of every Bible story. The apostle Peter tells us that the Bible is 

not open to private interpretation. So if the Bible is not open to my own private meaning then what is its purpose? 

From the first page to the last all of Scripture is pure Christ. He is the center, the meaning, the content, the focus.   

We read the Bible to encounter Christ not ourselves.  And we do this not so much by reading, but by 

meditating on the sacred text. And there’s a difference. Reading implies that I get my head around some piece of 

knowledge or information. Again, this makes me, and my interpretation, the central focus. But meditation implies 

that something else encircles and encompasses me. I do not read the Bible to gain knowledge about myself, I 

meditate on the Word so that I might personally encounter Christ. Meditation happens when I interact with the 

sacred text allowing God to enlighten my heart and elevate my soul. Meditation is about being still and waiting 

patiently to receive what God desires to give me. We are told this morning that God’s word never comes back 

void, but accomplishes the purpose for which He sends it. This means that even when you feel like you’re not 

getting anything out of it, the Word of God is still at work. It is still active, sharper than any two-edged sword. It 

simultaneously kills and makes alive. God’s Word kills us by exposing us for the sinners we are; it enlivens us 

by joining us to Christ’s death and resurrection. Meditating on the Bible draws us away from false trust in 

ourselves, and teaches us to trust in God above all things. With each turn of the page it’s as if we are peeling back 

the layers of God’s own heart and mind. Meditation, then, is the basis for all our prayers wherein we confess God 

to be our constant Leader and Guide; so whether we find ourselves living in peaceful times or times of great 

turmoil God is always in control. Amen.   


